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Naples Tiger Sharks Swimming Logbook 2017-2018 
 

This is YOUR logbook, and you should take time to sit down with your coaches and go 
through it to learn how to complete it.  Then, it is YOUR job to make sure it is kept up to 
date (not your coaches’ or your parents’). 
 
Your logbook has information about your swimming that is intended to help you.  There is 
space to record your height and weight each month (it’s important for your coaches to 
know if you are growing – as it impacts your training), there is space daily training logs, 
competition results, personal bests, goals, and more. 
 
Your coaches will spend some time teaching you how to set goals.  Goals should be 
something that can be measured and achieved, and there are different kinds of goals – goals 
for a specific practice, goals for a meet, and long term goals that can be many months (or 
even years) away.  Not every goal you set has to be about making a best time, it could be 
nutritional or working on a winning mindset. Each time you achieve a goal, write it down 
and celebrate – then set the next goal to reach. 
 
Keep a record of your competition times and your own personal bests.  Keep your times up 
to date. 
 
After a training session, try to make a note of how you rate your performance, and anything 
you want to improve upon next time.  Stroke counts are important and so easy to take.  
Each time you swim, check at least once or twice during the session how many arm strokes 
you are taking for a length of the pool.  Keep a note in your journal. 
 
You can print more “Training Log” sheets to add to your book, so you will have enough to 
take you from the first week of Team Training through European Championships.  If you 
plan to train on your own, print out extra “Training Log” sheets from the Team Website as 
you need them.  You would use these same “Training Log” sheets for spring training and 
summer swim. 
 
Each week, you should sum up your practices for the week.  Make any notes about how you 
felt and swam, record your performance at meets,etc.  You can find more Weekly Summary 
Sheets on the website. 
 
Each month, you need to do a “Self Check” – your goal should be able to improve a little each 
month.   
 
Please make sure you keep your Swim Journal and Daily Training Sheets up to date.  As we 
work throughout the year, we will be referring to some of the exercises included in your 
Swim Journal, as well as going over your progress towards your goals. 
  



Swimmer Details 
 
Name: ___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Parents’ Names: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
Parents’ Mobile & Work Telephone Numbers: 
 
Parent 1 Mobile: _________________________  Work: _____________________________ 
Parent 2 Mobile: _________________________  Work: _____________________________ 
 
Mailing Address: _______________________________________________________________ 
 
Physical Address: ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Email Address: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
Practice Group: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
Transportation TO Practice:               Bus 10                 Shuttle                 Car Pool 
Transportation FROM Practice:        Parent                Shuttle                 Car Pool 
 
Favorite Events: 
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Best Swimming Experiences:  
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Favorite Training Sets: 
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



Age, Height and Weight Record: 
It is important that your coaches know if you are heading into or currently in a big growth spurt.  This will affect 
your training and your strokes.   
 
Age as of 1 September 2017:  _______________________ years  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Month Date Height (feet/inches) Weight (pounds) Notes: 
September 
 
 
 

    

October 
 
 
 

    

November 
 
 
 

    

December 
 
 
 

    

January 
 
 
 

    

February 
 
 
 

    

March 
 
 
 

    

April 
 
 
 

    

May 
 
 
 

    

June 
 
 
 

    

July 
 
 
 

    

August 
 
 
 

    



Medication and Supplements Information: 
Record below any visits to the doctor, the reason for the visit, and any medication prescribed/take.  Also record any supplements 
taken.  This is not meant to record normal, every day medications (such as asthma or ADD medication you may take – but more a 
record of other medicines you may have taken which may influence your performance. 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Visits to the Physiotherapist and Injury Treatment: 
Record below any visits to the physio, the reason for the visit and any treatment undertaken 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  



Equipment (Training/Meets) 

Practice 

 Goggles (2 pair on hand – oggle strap on hand, for when your goggle strap breaks) 
 Training Suits (1 to wear, 2 to rotate through) 
 Snorkel 
 Finis Edge Fins 
 Fin Socks (optional) 
 Mesh Equipment Bag 
 Towel 
 Caps (2 on hand) 
 Deck Shoes 
 Water Bottle (with water) 
 After Practice Snack! 

Meets: 

 Goggles (2 pair – and one tinted goggles for outdoor meets), Oggle Strap (just in case) 
 Competition Suit (and back up suit) 
 Team Caps (2) 
 Water Bottle (stay hydrated!) 
 Microfiber Towel 
 Lightweight warm-up/pajama bottoms 
 Beanie Cap  
 Deck Shoes 

Remember, keeping track of your equipment, maintaining it, and helping keep the team equipment 
organized and in good condition benefits both you and the entire team. 

Meet Warm-Up 

In the Pool: 

 400m Free – loosen up, focus on turns at the wall, DPS and Catch 
 3 x 100 IM (Kick-Drill-Swim) 
 6 x 50 Alt Free/Stroke 
 Transitions and Relay Starts 
 4 x 25 Sprint from blocks, great UW/pull outs, Alt strokes (based upon what you’re swimming) 

On Deck Prior to swim:  Stay warm (but not too warm) between races.  You can do a quick dryland warm-
up prior to swim: 

 Squat Jumps (explosive/fast) 
 High Knees/Run in place 
 Large Arm Circles forward & back and/or fast push ups 
 Visualize with tempo trainer (set your TT for your stroke rate) 
 Resistance Band Work (speed) 



After Swim, use a roller to help work lactic acid out/relax before next swim, play cards, music, talk, 
have a snack, drink water – and don’t run around. 

Dry Land 

Dry Land Training is an essential component for senior-level swimming.  There are a number of things that 
will be done in dry land that simply cannot be duplicated within the time constraints we have in the pool.  
Research has shown that those who practice a comprehensive dryland training can see a 10-15% drop in 
their times within 6 weeks.  Don’t expect these kinds of improvements if you only show up for Yoga, or skip 
it altogether. 

Aerobic Dryland Training:  30 minutes a minimum of 3 times a week.  Your heartrate should be kept around 
75-85% max (160-175 beats per minute) for 20 minutes or more.  The 30 minutes time frame includes a 5 
minute warm up and a 5 minute cool down.  This can be accomplished through:  running, cycling, rowing, 
elliptical training, kick-boxing, step classes, or other general aerobics classes.  PLEASE do not do classes 
which require you to lift at the same time, especially over head.  This will be counter productive. 

Metabolic Training:  15 minutes to an hour 3-4 times a week.  Circuit Training (intervals with periods of 
high intensity, includes body-weight exercises).  There will be several Metabolic Training Routines posted 
on the Naples Tiger Sharks Website that can be added to your log book.  You can do these at home if you 
have to skip practice or dryland.  No big equipment required (resistance cords/bands helpful). 

TRX/Lifting:  30 minutes 3 times a week.  Build explosive power and strength. 

Core Training:  5-6x a week.  Want a stable stroke?  You need a stable core. This is more than just abs, it 
includes your back as well.  Expect this every day. 

Yoga:  Flexibility is crucial to Fly and Breast, is also important for good rotation in Back and Free.  There are 
two Yoga sessions scheduled each week.  Pre-hab (as opposed to RE-hab when you have an injury) 
exercises will also be included in these sessions. 

Resistance Bands:  Greater flexibility, Shoulder Pre-hab and explosive speed can be yours with the help of 
some resistance bands/tubes.  Look for these exercises to be posted on the website.  Work them into your 
daily routine several times a week. 

Dry land exercises are important to help your swimming improve.  The exercises provided help promote 
shoulder stability, strengthen important muscle groups, build power and flexibility.  Please make sure you 
complete your stretching & roller exercises daily.  These will help you recover more quickly and be 
prepared for the next practice or the upcoming meet. 

Here is a general idea of how dry land will be set up for the Tsunami Practice Group: 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 
Aerobic & 
TRX/Lifting  
CORE 

Metabolic & 
Yoga 
CORE 

Aerobic & 
TRX/Lifting 
CORE 

Metabolic & 
Yoga 
CORE 

Aerobic & 
TRX/Lifting 
CORE 

Metabolic 
TRX/Lifting 

  



Stroke Counting in Practice 

BY  OLIVIER POIRIER-LEROY 2  

Want an easy way to help you stay focused during those long workouts? How about something that will 
help you be a more streamlined and efficient swimmer? 
 
No? Go watch this cringe-worthy video of how not to pace a 200 butterfly instead. 
http://www.yourswimlog.com/how-not-to-pace-your-200-butterfly-video/ 
 
But for the rest of you, counting your strokes while at swim practice is a powerful way to do the things 
above. Best of all, you can start doing it ASAP, and it doesn’t involve much, except for like, knowing how to 
count. 
 
Here are just some of the benefits to counting strokes in the pool: 

Counting Strokes Encourages Greater Efficiency in the Water. 

Swimming isn’t a strength contest. The swimmer who can bench 900 pounds in the weight room isn’t 
necessarily going to be the fastest swimmer in the pool. 
 
Swimming fast is more about overcoming the resistance that the water offers than trying to muscle your 
way across the length of the pool. 
 
When you are counting your strokes you are mindful of how many strokes it takes you to perform a lap. 
With each and every lap you are dialed in on being as efficient as possible. 

Encourages Better Breakouts 

Want an easy way to drop a stroke or two from your lap totals? Kick out a little further on your breakouts. 
One of the most common bad-bad training habits are soft streamlines and breakouts. The swimmer will 
coast into the wall, push off, and before breaking out will pick their head up and spread their hands out like 
they are Superman flying across the sky. This combo serves to slam the brakes on any of the speed they 
might have had coming off the wall. 
 
Counting strokes won’t guarantee perfect walls and breakouts, but knowing that you can knock off a 
stroke or two with a better breakout should give you the mental kick-in-the-butt-butt to breakout like a 
gangster. 

Keeps You Focused on Technique and Form 

Your common swim practices for age groupers is not short. Typically, at least 1.5 hours, sometimes teetering 
on the 2+ hour mark. 
 
It’s hard to stay completely focused for the amount of time. Thoughts of school work, that perceived slight 
from one of your friends, thinking about what you are going to do on the weekend—all these start to cloud 
out any focus you might have had on doing the, you know, workout at hand. 
 
Counting your strokes encourages focus and intention over those long bouts of training. After all, it’s a little 
harder to think about your weekend plans, or daydreaming about that hottie in school when you are dialed 
in on your stroke count each lap. 



Counting Strokes Becomes Second Nature After Awhile 

The mark of a truly elite swimmer is knowing how many strokes they take at varying speeds. They know 
that at cruising speed they take 24 strokes per 50m. And that at sprint speed they take 36. And so on. 
Michael Phelps used his stroke count to let him know where the wall was in the 200m butterfly during the 
2008 Beijing Olympics when his goggles filled up with water. 
 
After a while you will be tallying stroke counts during warm-up and warm-down (when form and focus on 
technique are typically low) as well as during the main sets. 

One Last Thing… 

There is a point of diminishing returns, of course. If you are over-gliding just so that you can knock a couple 
strokes of your SC than you are sacrificing speed and momentum while also promoting inefficient 
swimming. Double fail. 
 
When you have distance per stroke dialed in that is when you ramp up the RPM. 
 

  



Nutrition for Swimmers – Part 1 

--Courtesy of Aaron Schwartz M.S., R.D., L.D.-- 

Nutrition is the one part of most athletes’ training that gets neglected. I have studied nutrition for seven 
years and have plenty of experience working with people that struggle with nutrition. Why is that? For 
one, most athletes don’t consider nutrition as training. Like just about anything, nutrition requires 
consistency to see results. Sure, you can get by with your training without even thinking about nutrition; a 
proper diet isn’t necessary if you’re looking to just “get by”. Our bodies are pretty efficient and can turn 
whatever junk food we throw at it into a usable fuel. However, I would argue that in order to maximize 
your workouts, truly see your full potential, nutrition should be viewed not only as part of your training but 
the most important part. If you consistently invest in your health through nutrition, I guarantee that over 
time you will feel and perform better. It’s easy to get discouraged when the quick fixes and miracles diets 
that the world we live in promises fail to yield results. I encourage you to ignore what this world says and 
start investing in your health through a consistently healthful diet, simply by eating real food. Here are 
some tips to get the athlete started: 
 
1. Make the majority of your carbohydrates complex outside of workouts. 
Carbohydrates have taken a beating lately from the most recent fad diets to the popularity of both the 
Atkin’s and Paleo diet. No, carbohydrates are not inherently bad for you but I will agree the Western Diet 
consists of entirely too many carbohydrates. With that being said, carbohydrates are, or should be, an 
aerobic athlete’s best friend. The literature is riddled with study after study demonstrating the benefit and 
importance of a high carbohydrate diet for athletes, particularly aerobic athletes. Simply put, carbohydrates 
are the body’s fuel currency. No other nutrient burns as efficiently as the carbohydrate does. The Academy 
of Nutrition and Dietetics, the American College of Sports Medicine and the Dietitians of Canada all agree 
that carbohydrates should make up the majority of calories in your diet. Want numbers? A range, albeit 
large, of 6 to 10 grams of carbohydrates per kilogram of body weight is recommended. Swimmers and other 
mostly aerobic athletes will need closer to 8-10 g/kg.1 For a 160 pound person, this turns into 580-720 grams 
of carbohydrates. Outside of the actual workout itself, the carbohydrates that you want to focus on are 
complex carbohydrates. Examples include: Legumes (lentils, beans and peas), Whole Grains (oats, brown 
rice, and whole grain breads), Fruits and Vegetables. 
 
2. Simple carbs directly before, during and directly after workouts. 
It may come as a surprise to you that simple carbohydrates (or simple sugars) are not always bad, especially 
for athletes. Simple sugars are digested very quickly (thus the name simple) and will result in a rapid rise in 
our body’s blood sugar. This is typically unwarranted because if that blood sugar is not utilized, say, 
through exercise for example, then it will be stored in a fat cell. However, the up-side to simple sugars is 
that it provides a quick, easy-to-burn fuel for our muscles. Sports drinks are an excellent example of this. 
The carbohydrates in sports drinks are simple sugar which makes it a great, ready-to-burn fuel source 
during a workout. Simple sugars are important directly after a workout due to the insulin response which 
will be discussed shortly. Other examples include pretzels, honey and fruits. 
 
3. A little protein before a workout goes a long way. 
Protein before a workout may sound counterintuitive. However, a small dose of protein can prime your 
muscles for recovery even before you start your workout. In fact, The ISSN recommends consuming 0.15-
0.25 grams of protein per kilogram of body weight an hour or so before a workout (about 15 grams for a 160 
lb. person).2 The reason? Protein before a workout helps establish a positive nitrogen balance thus 
improving the uptake of protein into the muscle, preventing the breakdown of muscle tissue and delays 
gastric (fancy word for stomach) emptying which in turn increases satiety and prevents hunger during 
training. 
 
 
 



 
4. Strive for a 3-4:1 Carb-to-Protein ratio after a workout. 
It’s no secret that protein is beneficial after your workout. In fact, protein is not only critical for muscle 
building but also for effective recovery. However, you may not know that consuming carbohydrates with 
that protein post workout is just as important. The carbs not only replenish glycogen stores but also 
stimulates a greater insulin response. Insulin drives sugar along with amino acids (the building blocks of 
protein) into cells, including muscle cells, for more efficient use of the protein we consume. The goal is to 
strive for a 3-4:1 ratio. That is, 3-4 grams of carbohydrates for every 1 gram of protein. Chocolate milk is a 
great example. 
 
5. Protein: Quality over Quantity. 
Try not to get too caught up with consuming loads of protein. A recent journal article that came from the 
Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics showed little difference in protein absorption and 
synthesis when comparing a 30 gram protein dose with a 90 gram protein dose.3 What happens to all of 
that extra protein that doesn’t get synthesized in our muscle? Most of it will be stored in fat cells. What’s 
more important is the quality of protein. The buzz word dietitian’s like to throw out is “high-biological 
value” (HBV) protein. That’s a fancy way of describing how usable the protein is. A HBV protein is one in 
which contains all of the essential amino acids that are required by humans and will thus vastly improve 
muscle repair after a workout. Whole eggs, milk, fish, beef and soy beans are among the proteins with the 
highest biological value. Vegetarian? That’s okay, be sure to mix and match your plant proteins to meet all 
of your essential amino acids. 
ETA: Strive for about .5 to .7 grams per pound of body weight as an average, over the course of a day.  
This translates to about 60-80 grams of protein for a 115 pound girl or 75 to 105 grams for a 150 pound 
boy. 
 
6. Balance is key. 
I’m sure you’re tired of hearing “strive for a well-balanced diet”. Well, I’m sorry to say but that statement 
still holds true. The main reason why a well-balanced diet is essential is to ensure that you meet your body’s 
necessary vitamin and mineral requirements. These micronutrients may be small but carry an important 
weight for performance and overall health. For example, phosphorous is an essential mineral and key 
component to our body’s unit of energy, ATP. Calcium is not only important for our bone health but also 
aids our muscles ability to contract. Vitamin B1, Thiamin, is essential for carbohydrate metabolism. Other 
vitamins and minerals are responsible for red blood cell synthesis, amino acid synthesis, energy production 
and anti-oxidant function, all of which serve critical roles in maximizing performance. A well-balanced diet 
should consist of complex carbohydrates, lean meats, dairy and plenty of fruits and vegetables. The more 
color, the better. 
 
7. Vitamin D for building muscle? 
Among those micronutrients, vitamin D is gaining popularity in the realm of sport performance. Along with 
its role in bone health, vitamin D is now being studied for its role in muscle health and strength as well. It 
turns out that vitamin D has an important role in muscle synthesis and muscle contraction. Additionally, 
muscle weakness is a noticeable feature of people who have a vitamin D deficiency.4 There are few food 
sources of vitamin D however fifteen solid minutes of sunlight exposure will provide you with your 
required daily dose. This can pose a problem during winter months and especially for swimmers who train 
strictly indoors. In fact, vitamin D deficiency seems to be common among swimmers.5,6 Food sources include 
fatty fish (tuna, salmon and mackerel), cheese, egg yolks and fortified milk. It’s important to note that one 
study showed that supplementing with 4000 IU (100 mg) of vitamin D in NCAA swimmers and divers was 
effective in maintaining vitamin D status.7 Speak with your physician first prior to supplementing. 
 
 
 
 



8. Hydration 
One of my favorite questions to ask athletes is, “what is the single most influential nutrient for sports 
performance?” Would you guess water? In fact it is and I would argue that it is also the most overlooked 
and taken-for-granted nutrient by athletes as well. Dehydration can reduce the body’s capacity to do work 
by about 30%. This effect is further exacerbated in aerobic athletes when as little as 2.5% body weight loss 
due to dehydration turns into a 45% decrease in exercise performance.8 Being adequately hydrated can 
easily be the difference between first and second place. The most accurate assessment for hydration status 
is the color of your urine. Weight change after a workout should be used to replenish what was lost. Strive 
for consistent pale yellow urine and replace each pound of weight loss after a workout with 16-24 ounces of 
fluid. 
 
ETA:  Start the day with a full glass of water! 
References: 

1. Rodriquez, N. R., DiMarco, N. M., & Langley, S. (2009). Position of the American dietetic 
association, dietitians of Canada & the American college of sports medicine. Journal of the American 
Dietetic Association, 109(3), 509-527. 

2. Kerksick C., et al. (2008). International Society of Sports Nutrition position stand: Nutrient 
timing. Journal of the International Society of Sports Nutrition, 5:17-29. 
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5. Constantini, N.W., Arieli, R., Chodick, G., & Dubnov-Raz, G. (2010). High prevalence of vitamin D 
insufficiency in athletes and dancers. Clinical Journal of Sport Medicine, 20, 368–371. 
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Nutrition for Swimmers – Part 2 
PRESENTED BY: NICK BAKER, HEAD COACH OF PEAK PERFORMANCE SWIM CAMP 

 

Swimming Nutrition for Athletes 
Proper nutrition is critical to meeting the challenging demands of swim training. Falling behind 
nutritionally, even for a few days, can seriously undermine swimmers’ ability to train at peak levels. It is not 
uncommon to blame a disappointing training session on fatigue, when in fact, it was caused by poor 
swimming nutrition. 
 
Swim meets present another challenge for swimmers. Although most events are relatively brief, swimming 
multiple events over multiple days can seriously deplete hydration and glucose levels, inhibiting 
performance. 
 
To address these challenges, swimmers must have a nutritional gameplay for training and competing. The 
gameplay focuses on three vital areas of sports nutrition including hydration, fueling, and recovery (HFR) 
and is an important part of the Peak Performance Swim Camps. 
 
Hydration 
Fluid loss is one of the greatest threats to swimmers’ ability to perform. High-intensity training sessions, 
heated pools, exposure to hot temperatures, and high humidity lead to significant losses of fluid and sodium 
via sweat. Many swimmers gauge fluid loss based on how thirsty they feel at the moment, but the sensation 
of thirst does not take effect until after a significant loss of fluid has occurred. Fortunately, dehydration can 
be avoided through a disciplined hydration plan followed before, during, and after training and 
competition. 
 
Fueling 
High-volume swim training relies heavily on carbohydrates to fuel working muscles. Even a few hours of 
training can seriously deplete swimmers’ glycogen levels, the major source of energy derived from 
consuming carbohydrates. When glycogen levels plummet, performance suffers. Fortunately, an acute 
reduction of glycogen can be avoided through a disciplined fueling plan followed before, during, and after 
training or competition. 
 
Recovery 
Contrary to popular belief, the physical benefits derived from training are not fully realized until after 
training has ended. It is during this period that repair to damaged muscle fibers occurs, leading to greater 
muscle strength and endurance. Swimmers who actively promote recovery, via sound nutritional habits, 
reap the rewards; while those who ignore this all-important process suffer. 
 
Start the Training Session Fully Hydrated 
To ensure ideal hydration levels, swimmers should consume 14-20 ounces of water or a sports drink prior to 
the start of training. Swimmers can determine their own hydration level by observing the color of their 
urine. Urine, light in color, indicates good hydration; while urine, the color of apple juice, indicates poor 
hydration. To prevent this from occurring, swimmers should rehydrate periodically throughout the training 
session. Consuming energy gels at the same time can help to refuel glycogen levels. Most gels are designed 
to be consumed every 20-45 minutes. 
 
 
 
 
 



Start the Training Session Fully Fueled 
Many swimmers show up to morning training on an empty stomach, with glycogen levels low due to 
overnight fasting. The following high-carb options are an excellent way to start the day: 

•    Toast, jam, and fruit juice 
•    Fruit smoothie with mango, banana, berries, and low-fat yogurt 
•    Meal replacement drinks 
•    High-carb bars, energy gels, or energy chews 
•    Cold or hot cereal with fruit, and low-fat or skim milk 
•    French toast or pancakes with maple or fruit syrup 
•    Breakfast burrito (scrambled eggs, salsa, and low-fat cheese in a whole wheat tortilla) 
•    Bagel or English muffin with jelly or peanut butter 
•    Small roll or sandwich made with banana and honey 

 
Timing the Recovery Process 
Eating healthy sources of protein and carbohydrates immediately following the training session enables 
sore muscles to recover quicker. The sooner swimmers consume these nutrients, the sooner the healing 
process begins. The following recovery snack and meal options greatly improve the recovery process: 

 
Recovery Snack Options 
•    Rolls or bagels 
•    Peanut butter and jelly sandwiches 
•    Salted pretzels 
•    Fresh fruit 
•    Fruit smoothie 
•    Low-fat cheese and crackers 
•    Low-fat chocolate milk 
•    Protein bars 
•    High-carb bars, energy gels, and energy chews 
 
Recovery Meal Options 
•    Eggs 
•    Milk 
•    Meat 
•    Fish 
•    Soy products 
•    Whole grains 
•    Nuts 
•    Fruit 
•    Vegetables 
•    Beans 
•    Fruit Smoothie with protein powder 
•    Meal Replacement Drink (high protein – 20-30g of protein) 

 
Swim Meets 
On race day, a high-carb meal should be consumed at least two hours prior to competing. Swimmers should 
avoid slow-to-digest high fat foods such as bacon, sausage, cheese omelets, and fried potatoes. 
To ensure adequate hydration 14-20 oz of water or a sports drink should be consumed at least two hours 
prior to competing. Swimmers should also monitor their urine color throughout the day to ensure ideal 
hydration levels. Energy levels should be maintained via water or sports drinks, fresh fruit, sandwiches, 
cereal, granola bars, high-carb bars, energy gels, or energy chews. Swimmers should also remember to jump-
start the recovery process once competition is over for the day by consuming additional protein for muscle 
repair, carbs to reload glycogen levels, and fluids for rehydration. 



College Swimming 101 

It’s that time of year again – the time when high school students begin to think about their collegiate 
futures. But where do you start? How do you become a student-athlete in the collegiate world of 
swimming? Searching for a university with a specific major, a certain geographic region, a certain athletic 
ability, as well as a team and a coach that will match your personality and skill can be daunting. Most 
student-athletes become overwhelmed by the search – especially those who are trying to balance their 
current academic and athletic obligations. To overcome this factor, it’s important for you to launch your 
educational search early as early as your freshman year of high school. To help with the recruiting process, 
USA Swimming has created a timeline for those high school swimmers seeking out a collegiate career.  

College Recruiting Timeline Freshman/Sophomore Year  

During your freshman and sophomore years, begin familiarizing yourself with universities at 
www.ncaa.org, http://www.CollegeSwimming.com;  http://www.ncsasports.org/ Begin by looking at 
schools that have the major you want. Your diploma will be more important than your swimming times 
after graduation! Then research the academic reputation of the college.  

After narrowing your search down by academics, you can begin to factor in swimming programs. Check out 
the team records and the coach’s history with the team. Then, send the coaches of the programs you’re 
interested in a cover letter, with an athletic resume that include the following: -  

 Personal Information: Your name, birth date, address, phone number, email –  
 Education Information: GPA and test scores –  
 Training background: How many workouts per week, yardage, hours per workout, dryland routine 

and years you've been swimming –  
 Competition background: Send them a record of your times/improvement –  
 Extracurricular activities: Any/all other activities you’re involved in  

**Be sure to send coaches updated letters and info annually! During your first two years in high school, 
college coaches can send you a questionnaire in response, and general team info, but no recruiting materials. 
Also be sure to check initial eligibility requirements because there are curtain courses you will need to take 
to be eligible to swim as a freshman in college.  

Junior Year  

After you have begun your junior year, college coaches can begin sending you official recruiting material. 
You should be sending updated information to them, and narrowing your list of universities to select from. 
During your junior year, you need to sign up for the NCAA Initial-Eligibility Clearinghouse. You can do it 
online at www.ncaachlearinghouse.net. It currently costs $50. On July 1 between your junior and senior 
years, college coaches can officially begin calling you. They are only allowed to speak with you once per 
week, but may send unlimited mailings and email.  

Senior Year  

Once your senior school year has begun, you may take five “official” visits where the university pays for 
any/all of your trip to college campuses. These five visits must be to different campuses. You may go to any 
campus “unofficially” (where you pay for all your expenses) as many times as you like, and at any point in 
the selection process…during any year of school. When visiting campuses and meeting coaches, be sure to 
take a list of questions with you that you want to know about the team and university. Keep a journal of 
your visits, and write down your impressions of each place. List as many details as possible, so that you can 



compare the campuses after you’ve visited a number of them. Remember, you are choosing the place where 
you want to be happy for the next four years of your life! To view a list of sample questions,.  

If you decide you’re really not interested in a particular school and the coach continues to call you, simply 
tell the coach you’re not interested. It’s a difficult thing to do, but it will save both of you time in the long 
run. If the coach gets mad or says mean things to you for not wanting to join his/her program, then it 
probably confirms that you didn’t want to swim for this person anyway!  

There are two “signing” periods for scholarships if you are offered one. The first early is in November and 
the late one is in April. There are pros and cons to both. If you take your visits early and are sure of your 
decision, then by all means, sign early! It takes a load of pressure off your shoulders in the spring semester! 
Some college coaches may say to wait to sign, as they may have more scholarship money available in the 
spring semester to offer. While this is an attractive offer to consider, it is also a gamble because the 
scholarship money could also be depleted in the spring. Some coaches may offer a full scholarship, while 
others may offer a partial scholarship, which can include any of those segments. Division I and II schools 
offer athletic scholarships, and Division III only has academic scholarships.  

If you are not sure about which college is right for you, then signing during the late period might be right 
for you. Give yourself more time to think over the decision, and make the one that’s right for you. Your high 
school guidance counselor can help you through this process, too. Your counselor can help you with 
financial aid information and getting your test scores sent to universities before your official visits. They 
may also have resources to tell you about the academic reputations of the schools you’re looking at. Don’t be 
afraid to ask questions and get help! The more informed you are, the more easily you’re going to make the 
best decision for yourself!  

Thanks to Kim O’Shea, Linda Conger, and Wendy Peel for contributing to this article 

  



Learning to Use the Pace Clock 
During Your Swimming Workouts 
Hazen Kent - Tri-Newbies Online 
 
It is essential for you to understand how to use the pace clock during your swimming workouts [You 
can also use the stopwatch function on a wristwatch if your pool does not have a pace clock] during 
your workouts. 

The pace clock performs two important roles: 
1.) It allows you to perform interval sets during your swimming workout (and on your own if need be) 
2.) It is necessary in assessing your swimming improvement. 

The typical pace clock (as seen in the photograph to the left) is really a 
very simple instrument to use. It has a minute hand and a second hand and 
is divided into 5 second increments from 5 - 60 seconds. 

Understanding Patterns on the Pace Clock   As mentioned in the 
introduction, the pace clock is actually a very easy instrument to 
understand, and once you become familiar with interval based training, you 
will notice patterns develop on the clock for a given interval. Below are a 
few examples of swim intervals and the patterns that result on the pace 
clock. 

Example 1: The simplest interval sets to understand are those given on even minute 
counts such as a set of 50 yard freestyles on the one minute or a set of 100 yard freestyles on 
the two minutes. For example, let’s say you are given the swim set: 10 x 50’s freestyle (yards) 
on "the minute"( or :60 seconds). This would mean you would be swimming 10 x 50’s freestyle 
(yards) every minute. Regardless of the point on the clock from which you begin the set, you 
will leave at that same point for each swim in that set. If you are attending a masters workout 
and the coach instructs the swimmers to "leave on top" would begin the set when the second 
hand reaches the 60. And because one turn of the second hand represents one minute, you 
would leave on the 60 for each 50 yard freestyle in that set (if you are training alone, and the 
set calls for 10 x 50’s on the minute, the most common place to leave is the 60 as well). Note, 
the total set will take 10 minutes. This type of interval set is excellent when trying to maintain 
a particular pace during that set. In keeping with our example above, if you are swimming 10 x 
50’s on the one minute – leaving on the 60 - and you want to hold 35 seconds on each swim. 
This would allow you 25 seconds rest before leaving to swim the next 50. 

Example 2:It’s comfortable and convenient to have an 
interval that leaves at the same time and at the same 
position on the clock each time. However, as your swimming 
improves, so should the challenge. And this means a faster, 
and perhaps more difficult interval. For example, let us say 
the particular set in your workout calls for 10 x 50’s 
freestyle (yards) on :55 seconds. Now, things begin to get a 
little confusing…or do they? You may think that this would 
be a difficult interval to follow, because it is not a nice round 
number on which to leave as mentioned in the example 
above. However, this type of interval (although challenging 
physically) will actually prove easy to follow on the pace 
clock. Furthermore, it will help you keep count of the 50’s 
you have completed in your set. In keeping with the 
example above, let us say the set calls for you to leave or 
begin "on the top" or "on the 60." Remember, one entire 
loop around the clock from any point on the clock 
represents :60 seconds. For a set of swims on the :55 

seconds, you would leave 5 seconds sooner for each swim.Refer to the Example 2 above. 



The set called for the swimmers to leave on the "60" which represents your first swim of that 
set. Because the set is on the 55 seconds, you would leave on the on "55" for number two. For 
number three, you would leave on the "50." For number 4, you would leave on the "45" and so 
on. Do you see the pattern developing? If for example, you are half way through the set and 
loose count of the 50's you have completed…in just a matter of seconds you can find the 
answer. Simply begin counting from the point at which you began the set (in this case on the 
60) and count backwards 5 seconds for each 50 freestyle you have completed up to the time 
you are supposed to leave. This is especially helpful for larger sets like 20 x 50’s or 30 x 100’s.  

Example 3:50’s freestyle or front crawl (yards) on the :45 
seconds. Leaving at the top. For the first 50 freestyle, you 
would leave on the 60; for #2 you would leave on the 45; 
#3 on the 30; #4 on the 15 and so on. Do you see the 
pattern? You are simply leaving 15 seconds earlier each 
time. And to keep count of your set, you would count back 
15 seconds starting at the 60 for each 50 completed. 

 
Example 4: 100’s on the 1:50 
leaving at the top.Although this 
set represents a set of 100’s 
(100 yards or meters), nothing 
changes with regards to 
reading the clock. For the first 
100 freestyle you would leave 
on the 60; for #2 you would 

leave on the 50; #3 you would leave on the 40; #4 you would 
leave on the #30 and so on. Do you see the pattern? You are 
simply leaving 10 seconds earlier on the clock for each 100. To 
keep count of your set, you would count backwards 10 seconds 
starting at the 60 for each 100 completed. 

Example 5: 50’s on the 1:05 
leaving on the top 

For the first 50, you would leave on the 60; for #2 you 
would leave on the 5; for #3 you would leave on the 10; for 
#4 you would leave on the 15 and so on. Do you see the 
pattern? You simply leave 5 seconds later on each swim. 

As stated earlier, the pace clock is actually a very easy 
instrument to understand and necessary for your 
swimming. Besides being a crucial tool for assessing your 
improvement, it also provides a means of keeping track of 
your swim times and swims. If your pool does not have a 
pace clock, you can use the stopwatch function on a watch. 

 

  



Using the Finis Tempo Trainer Pro 

 
The Tempo Trainer Pro is a great training too that we will utilize often during 
training. 

 

Mode Button: 

This is the single button on the top of the tempo trainer. Press to switch from Mode 1-3. 

 
Mode 1: CSS Pacing sets - Staying with the Beeper 

Use the tempo trainer to  set your desired 25m pace. 
For example if you are swimming 300-400m intervals and wish to hold 1:30 (90sec) pace per 100m. 
This is equivalent to 22.50s per 25m. Similarly 1:45pace (105 seconds) is 25.25seconds per 25m. Once 
the tempo trainer is set, place it in your cap and give the Mode Button (single button on the top) a 
QUICK press so that it immediately beeps as you push off the wall. The TempoTrainer then beeps 
at the interval you set. 
 
Your goal is to get to each 25m marker (middle/end of the pool) each time it beeps. Do not "bank" 
time by getting ahead of the beeps at the start of the swim, then slow down further along the swim. 
Try to keep a consistent pace throughout. You should finish the interval on the wall as the tempo 
trainer beeps. Typically you will be instructed to take 1 or 2 beeps rest before setting off again. 

 
How will it help your swimming? 
(a) once you are familiar with your pace and what you can hold, it will teach you your pacing over 
time. If you are in tune with your swimming, you should be able to intuitively know what your 
desired pace feels like 
(b) If you are consistently training and keeping to your paces, over the weeks, your aim should be to 
reduce the setting on the beeper by about 0.1-0.2seconds  each week or two. This does not sound 
like much but a modest 0.1 seconds per beep translates to 0.4 seconds per 100m, or 6 seconds per 
1500m race.  Extrapolate over 10 weeks of 0.1 improvements,  it comes to 1 min gain in an OD race. 

 
 

Mode 2:  Red Mist sets - Beating the Beeper 
This operates similar to Mode 1, however there is less flexibility to make small fraction of second 
adjustments. During Red Mist set, we often prescribe  intervals in Mode 2, with the Tempo Trainer 
set to beep every 50m, instead of every 25m and to include the rest interval such that you are 
required to get ahead of the beep in order to get your rest. The Tempo Trainer in Mode 2 is used very 
similar to a traditional pace clock in the setting of rep intervals. Only you get extra feedback every 
50m so you know how far ahead you are. 
For example, a set such as 10x100m on 1min40s using the pace clock, requires a bit of mental 
arithmetic to figure out the send off-time with each rep. The swimmer pushes off the wall every 1:40 
with the aim of coming back faster than 1:40 to catch some rest. If you hit the wall at 1:25, you will 
have 15sec rest before the clock reaches 1mins40s. 
In Mode 2, 1min40 is equivalent to 100  seconds per hundred meter, hence we set the tempo trainer 
to beep every 0:50 (50 seconds per 50m). When we hit the wall at the end of the 100m, we wait for 
the beep, then push off again. 



 
 

Mode 3:  Stroke Rate 
Speed is a function of stroke length and stroke rate. Use the tempo trainer to train your stroke rate, 
which is measured in strokes per minute. 
For example, 60 beeps per minute=1 stroke/s, 70 beeps per minute= 1 stroke every 0.86 strokes/s. 
Think of it as cadence meter that beeps as each hand enters the water (left-right-left-right etc.). 

 

  



5 Ways to Use Your Tempo Trainer 
By Bri Groves, Swimming World College Intern. 

Tempo Trainers are a new designed to boost swimmers’ performance and encourage faster practice 
swimming. To help you get the most out of your underwater metronome and keep sets exciting, here are 5 
simple ways to utilize yours: 
 
1. Finding the Right Beat 
A tempo trainer provides a multitude of differing beats. That said, swimmers should adjust their Tempo 
Trainers to fit their own desired pace and ability. To find the right beat for you, try this set. For distance 
swimmers (500 and above) complete a 50 of each tempo, for other distances, complete the set doing 25s on 
mode 1: 

1-choose a tempo that’s a slow rhythm (about 50 percent effort) for you 
2-choose a tempo that’s a fast rhythm (about 100 percent effort) 
3-decrease tempo 1 by 5 
4-increase tempo 2 by 5 

Continue this alternating increasing and decreasing pattern until you find a comfortable race pace for your 
given distance. To get an even more precise beat, try straying from the new race pace tempo by a couple of 
beats and see which pace you prefer. 
 
2. Pacing 
Your tempo trainer is not only an underwater metronome; it also has a built in timer. To time yourself for 
longer periods, use mode 2. In mode 2, the Tempo Trainer will beep in whole second increments ranging 
from seconds to minutes. For a more precise pacing tool, set your Tempo Trainer to mode 3, making sure to 
adjust the tenths and hundredths of a second. For increased pacing feedback, set your tempo trainer to beep 
at lesser time increments. 
For example, to pace a 100 free in 1:00 you can: 
Set your tempo trainer to 1:00. It will beep once at the start and once at 1:00. 
Set your tempo trainer to :30. It will beep once at the start, once at :30 when you should be turning (or done 
turning), and once at 1:00. 
Set your tempo trainer to :15. It will beep once at the start and once every :15 (for each time you should hit 
the wall). 
 
3. Mapping Your Race 
If you have a goal time in mind, but haven’t quite reached it, Tempo Trainers can be an extra motivator. Set 
the Tempo Trainer to your goal time following the three pacing guidelines. Practice trying to reach each 
area in the race before the designated beep. As you get better at pacing, you will begin to notice yourself 
going further in the same amount of time (and thus moving faster). 
 
4. Sprinting and Aerobic Sets 
After finding your optimal race tempo. It’s important to adjust your Tempo Trainer accordingly. For longer 
aerobic sets, increase your mode one setting; for broken races and sets off the block, try to maintain as close 
to your race pace as possible. 
 
5. Underwaters 
Practice faster fluid underwater kicks with your Tempo Trainer. You can select a beat to dolphin kick along 
to or use a pace time for underwaters. Practice several fast 25s on tempo. Then slowly transition into 
underwaters followed by several fast strokes. For an added emphasis on underwater kicking, try this set: 

 2×25 underwater at tempo 
 2×20 underwater at tempo followed by fast swim 
 2×15 underwater at tempo followed by fast swim 
 2×25 fast swim 

 



  



  



  



 



 

  



 

How to Set Goals 
You will often be told to make goals “SMART”.  Each letter in the word “SMART” stands for a different 

word.  We are going to look at making goals “SMARTER.” 
 
 
 

Specific Say precisely what you want to improve.  For example, 
say “I want to improve my backstroke finish” rather than 
“I want to improve my backstroke.” 

Measurable How will you determine that you have reached your 
goal?  “I will be able to swim hard into the backstroke 
finish every time, without looking around.” 

Agreed Speak to your Coaches about your goals.  They can help 
you achieve them – more importantly, they want to help 
you achieve them. 

Realistic Try not to set a goal that is too much of a challenge.  If 
you want to set a Team Record in Butterfly, set that as a 
long term goal, and then work out smaller improvements 
along the way.  For example, if you need to drop 2 
seconds in your 50 Fly by 28 February, that is 5 months 
worth of practice, 2 divided by 5 =  0.4 seconds a month 
and 0.1 seconds each week.  Use these smaller numbers 
to help define a short-term goal that helps you achieve 
the long term goal. 

Time-Bound Give yourself time to achieve your goal.  Not too long, or 
you will lose interest.  If your long term goal will take 
longer to achieve than our competitive season, your first 
major marker should be in February (Divisionals or 
European Championships), with smaller time-bound 
goals as explained in the Realistic section to help you 
remain interested and focused. 

Evaluate Constantly check your progress towards your goal and 
plan your next step when you reach your target. 

Recorded Write your goal down, and keep note of each step you 
achieve toward meeting your goal 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
My Personal Goals 
 
Your goal might to become an Olympic Swimmer.  Who are you going to get there?  You and your coach 
have to create a plan that will make this dream possible.  We do this by breaking gigantic goals into 
smaller, realistic, and achievable goals to gradually build toward that Olympic dream.  Think SMARTER 
about your goals to make them a reality! 
 
Long Term Goals (A year or more from now): 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Medium Term Goals (Divisionals or European Championships): 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Short Term Goals (1-2 months from now): 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Date Goals Set: 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Coach’s Signature: 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
My 
Signature:________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Remember, these are YOUR goals.  Only you know what YOU want to achieve. 
 

 



 

 

My Best Times 

 50 
Free 

100 
Free 

200 
Free 

400 
Free 

800 
Free 

1500 
Free 

100 
Fly 

100 
Breast 

100 
Back 

200I
M 

400I
M 

SC 
 

           

LC 
 

           

 
My Qualifying Times 

(Convert all times to SC Meters) 
Date Meet Event SC/LC Time Converted 

Time 
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      

 



My Freestyle Times 
Keep a note of all your results – it’s a great way to track your progress 

My QT 50m 100m 200m 400m 800m 1500m 
EFSL       

 
Date Meet 50m 100m 200m 400m 800m 1500m 

        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        

 
 
 
 



My Stroke Times 
Keep a note of all your results – it’s a great way to track your progress 

 
My QT 100 Fly 100 Back 100 Breast 200 IM 400IM 
EFSL      

 
Date Meet Fly Back Breast 200IM 400IM 

       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       

 
 

  



 
  



 
Something to Think About 

Every time you train, you should have a goal.  Whether it’s a warm up, drills, aerobic or race pace training, 
you need to swim intentionally during practice.  Don’t throw away an opportunity to improve by simply 
going through the motions.  Below are some goals for you to think about as you train.  Pick one or two 
before each training session and practice from the beginning of warm up to the end of the swim down.  
Don’t limit yourself to just these – feel free to add your own! 
 
 
  

Daily Goal: Use a tally mark each 
time you focus on this 
in practice 

Tight streamline every start, push and turn off the wall.  
Take two strokes from every start or turn before 
breathing on fly and freestyle 

 

Finish each distance as if it were a race  
Practice Drills Perfectly  
Take 6 or more dolphin kicks off of each start or turn 
(for fly, free and back) 

 

Think about shrugging your shoulders for an early 
vertical forearm catch 

 

Get past the flags on every turn  
Leave on time for every interval  
Look at the clock at the start and finish of every interval  
Count strokes at regular intervals  
Touch with two hands on all Fly and Breaststroke 
lengths 

 

Work on fly kicks out of the forward “tumble turn”  
Practice turning both ways on all strokes  
Go to the toilet before practice or between sets  
Make sure your equipment fits securely before the start 
of the session (no unnecessary goggle fiddling) 

 

Stay hydrated  
Work both the down and the upkick in each set  
Swim Tall  
Specific stroke technique  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



 
  



Thought for the Week 
 

While athletes like to focus on the physical aspects of their sport, we can’t forget the mental!  Mental 
training is as important as physical training.  Remember, what the mind believes, the body achieves!  Each 
week, we will focus on a concept that will help us develop the mental toughness we need to compete at 
higher levels. Please copy the thought for the week onto your weekly training log, and plan to come to 
practice ready to discuss and/or participate in an exercise that will help us put it into practice. 

Week #1: The value of an open mind.  Swimming science is always changing.  We need to change with it.  
Many swimmers are resistant to change, or stick with outdated techniques out of habit.  This closed-
mindedness becomes a roadblock to improvement.  Embrace changes meant to help you improve. 

 

Week #2: Word Power.  What is the difference between saying, “I will” vs. “I’ll try?” Words are very 
powerful.  What you say to yourself about your efforts in practice, after a race, or in planning your goals can 
make a huge difference.  Think about ways you limit yourself with the words you choose, and think about 
how you can use the power of words to help you reach your goals. 

 

Week #3: Open Communication.  Your coaches have basically one goal in mind:  Help each swimmer reach 
his/her best potential in the pool.  This is only possible with open communication.  Open communication is 
a two-way street.  It requires listening, reserving judgement, and working to maintain a healthy working 
relationship.  What are some ways we can build open communication around your training?  Ae there times 
or places that would be better to have certain discussions?  How can you as a swimmer improve your 
communication with the coaches?  How can the coaches improve their communication with you? 

 

Week #4:  Role Models.  There are many role models in swimming, but what does it mean to have a role 
model if you know nothing more than they won a gold medal at the Olympics?  This week, be prepared to 
talk about your role model. Find out about your role model’s mental outlook, their technique, their work 
ethic, and their positive character traits.  Once you have learned about your role model, ask yourself how 
you plan to mirror (follow) your role model in order to improve over the coming year. 

 

Week #5:  Attitude.  There are many things in life we cannot control.  We can’t control how long it takes us 
to improve our technique, or how long it takes us to reach our next personal best.  Many of these 
performance based goals can take weeks or months to accomplish.  However, there is one thing we can fix 
in the blink of an eye, our attitude.  Think about how your attitude can impact your performance in a 
practice, and in a race.  Be prepared to talk about ways we can choose to have a better attitude (or mindset) 
each day.   

 

Week #6:  Hard Work Beats Talent When Talent Doesn’t Work Hard.  Talent is no guarantee of success.  
Successful swimmers must be tenacious – unwilling to let go of a dream, regardless of how difficult it is to 
reach.  Swimming is filled with many ups and downs, how can tenacity help you overcome obstacles in 
achieving your goals? What happens when you feel something is too hard or difficult to attain?  What are 
some ways to build tenacity during a time when you are struggling? 

 



Week #7: Train Smart – Race Stupid.  What does it mean to “Train Smart?”  What do you think we mean 
by “Race Stupid?” 

 

Week #8:  Follow to Lead.  Everyone wants to be in charge.  What does it mean to be a leader?  Think about 
people you enjoy following, and people you dislike following – what is it about them that makes you feel 
that way?  Be prepared to discuss qualities of a good leader, and of a good follower this week. 

 

Week #9:  Highs, Lows, and Plateaus.  There are many reasons swimmers (even elite swimmers) have 
periods where their performance stays the same or even declined.  Did you know that in the two years 
leading up to his phenomenal performance at the Beijing Olympics, Michael Phelps did not post a best time 
in his signature event, the 200 butterfly?  Think about the reasons your performance might change day to 
day or week to week.  What are some things you can do if you don’t feel like you are swimming as well as 
you should be? 

 

Week #10:  Fear of Failure.  Wayne Gretzky, perhaps the greatest hockey player of all time, once said, “You 
miss one hundred percent of the shots you don’t take.”  How does the fear of failure affect swimmers?  
What are some things you fear when you are preparing for a race?  How does failure help us succeed? 

 

Week #11:  Embrace Challenge.  Do you look for ways to minimize whatever challenge you face?  Do you 
ignore a coach’s instruction because you think it’s too hard?  Or when faced with fixing your streamline, 
practicing race turns each practice, or stroke mechanics, do you embrace the opportunity to improve? 
Think about the impact embracing challenges could have on your swimming.  What are some ways you can 
do this? 

 

Week #12: Work – The Great Equalizer.  The world is filled with people who owe their success to one 
simple fact:  a willingness to work harder than those around them.  The pool is filled with swimmers who 
feel disadvantaged (they started swimming when they were 13 not 6, they are too short, they don’t have a 
former Olympian as a coach, they can’t afford special camps or clinics).  How does focusing on your 
disadvantages affect your swimming?  What are some things you can do to combat feelings of inadequacy?   

 

Week #13:  Use Your Imagination.  We’ve said it before, “What the mind believes, the body achieves.”  Your 
imagination is powerful, it allows you to envision whatever you choose.  Albert Einstein, the father of 
modern physics and one of the most prolific intellects in human history, once said, “Imagination is 
everything.  It is the preview of things to come.”  What are some ways your imagination can hurt you prior 
to a competition?  What are some things you can do to use your imagination to help prepare you for 
practice or an upcoming race?  Why might this be important? 

 

Week #14: Work Ethic.  Thomas Jefferson, the third president of the United States, once said, “I’m a great 
believer in luck, and the harder I work, the more I have of it.”  Work ethic is defined as a moral belief in the 
benefit and importance of hard work.  Characteristics of a solid work ethic include a willingness to work 
hard without guarantee of success, a willingness to work day in and day out without immediate reward, 



and the ability to persevere regardless of obstacles.  Describe the work ethic of your role model.  Think 
about your work ethic, is it helping you or hurting you?  What are some things we can do to improve our 
work ethic? 

Week #15:  Near Perfection.  Perfectionism  -- the belief that anything less than perfect is unacceptable – is 
a nearly unattainable goal.  What are some ways striving for perfection can help us – and what are some 
ways it can hurt us?  Vince Lombardi, one of the most successful football coaches of all time, once said, 
“Perfection is not attainable, but if we chase perfection, we can catch excellence.”  How can we chase 
perfection without having our failure when we aren’t stand in our way? 

 

Week #16:  Get Real. Is there a difference between what you say and wat you do?  Do you say, “I want to 
qualify for championships” but consistently skip dry land, or Friday morning practice?  It’s time to get real.  
Being honest with yourself is the first step in achieving your goals.  What does it mean to accept the 
consequences of your decisions?  Do your actions match your goals?  Look back through the past 15 weeks 
and look at some of the things you’ve written, reflect on your efforts and your goals.  Is there something you 
should change? 

 

Week #17:  What’s the Benefit?  It takes a lot to pursue a sport you love – it takes even more to pursue a 
sport you just sort of like.  What are the physical benefits of competitive swimming?  What are the mental 
benefits?  How has your dedication to this sport impacted your life? 

 

Week #18:  Resist the Urge to Be Average.  How do we improve?  Each of us has a limit to how fast we can 
become, how strong we can become, how easily we learn or adapt.  A small percentage will become THE 
best, but should that mean we strive for less than our best?  Do you know without a doubt that if you skip 
your underwater work that it wouldn’t make any difference in your time?  Or that actively working to 
improve your core strength and stability will be meaningless? Have you already told yourself that you will 
never be good enough to get to Championships?  How do you know?  Have you ever watched a baby learn 
to walk?  Why don’t they give up after they fall down a few times?  Now apply that principle to the limits 
you believe about yourself – have you already told yourself that you know your limits?  How do you know 
those are your limits? 

 

Week #19:  Get Started.  Starting is the hardest part.  You know the pool is going to be cold.  You know the 
set is going to be hard.  You’re tired.  In so many ways, just getting started takes a monumental amount of 
effort.  But, think about what happens when your blood starts flowing, how do you feel?  How do you feel 
after you’ve completed what you thought was an impossible set?  What are some ways you can get started? 

 

Week #20:  Be A Sore Loser.  What? Yes, we said that – be a sore loser.  Before you go and start listing off all 
of the ways you can exhibit your frustration with the swimmer who just beat you out for the Pentathlon 
AGAIN, we’re talking about being competitive with yourself.  Always chase improvement – never be 
satisfied with a bad performance, but instead channel that competitive spirit and the sting of failure into 
your competitive drive to bounce back and kick it in for the next race (or the next practice set). 

 



Week #21:  Focus.  There are probably 50 things at any given time most swimmers can improve upon.  The 
problem is that it is impossible to focus on that many improvements.  Pick 2-3 that will make the biggest 
difference in YOUR swimming and focus on those.  Trying to be awesome at everything is going to water 
down your results, but if you become a specialist in 2-3 things and become laser-focused on becoming a 
rock star in those areas, they will make a huge difference in your swimming.  If you are unsure of the things 
that will help you improve the most, talk to your coaches, we probably have an inkling. 

 

Week #22: Don’t Block, Replace.  Negative thoughts often become a self-fulfilling prophecy.  Remember 
that saying?  “What the brain believes, the body achieves?”  The thoughts that run through your mind 
unchecked (“I suck, I’m slow, I’ll never improve”) are powerful – and blocking them is impossible.  That’s 
why we need to REPLACE them.  Get rid of the “Stinking-Thinking” and replace those thoughts with 
positive, task-oriented thoughts. For example, instead of thinking about how the 400 Free is your worst 
event and how tired you are going to be afterwards,  Talk yourself through what you need to do to have an 
awesome swim.  “As soon as my head crosses the “T,” take that stroke into the flip turn and push off into 6 
solid dolphin kicks.  I’m going to hear the pace of my stroke rate in my head (strap on your Tempo Trainer 
during your visiualization to hear your pace), Tell yourself that you are going to swim the first 50 strong, 
and then focus on your kick the next 100, then focus on your distance per stroke the next 100, and not 
breathing in and out of your turns on your next 100, and finally sprinting with all you have left that last 50.  
Telling yourself how you’re going to race that 400 Free instead of allowing yourself to dwell on the negative 
self-talk will help you relax and swim the event better than you ever felt possible! 

 

Week #23: Train the Mind to Train the Body.  If you think the best swimmers are those who are always the 
best physically prepared, you’d be wrong.  There are three critical parts that make up a great swimmer.  
Physiology (lungs, muscle, heart, blood), Biomechanics (stroke technique, swimming skills), and Mental 
Toughness (self-belief, concentration/focus, visualization).  Actions don’t happen by themselves, they start 
with thoughts.   

 

Week #24 Stay Focused on the Things That Matter.  You mentally stay in your own lane, zeroed in on your 
training and your performance.  Commit to the W.I.N in training, “What’s Important Now,” and that will 
lead you to achieving your goals faster than you can imagine 

 

Week #25:  What Do You Have to be Thankful For? 

 

Week #26:  Relax More to Go Faster. Do you ever wonder why so many good swimmers seem to fall apart 
at the big meet? How come they tend to go faster in practice than at Championships? Why does someone 
always go faster in a relay or off event than he would in his best event? There's a one-word answer to all 
three of these questions…PRESSURE! There's much more pressure in the bigger meets and your best events 
than there is in relays or practice.  Pressure tightens a swimmer's muscles, chokes off their breathing and 
robs them of their confidence. Big meet pressure can make a well-conditioned swimmer feel completely out 
of shape after just 75 yards of her first race of the day! It can turn your arms into Jell-o and your legs into 
lead. Pressure is what 7- time Gold Medalist Mark Spitz was referring to when he said, "racing is 90% 
mental and 10% physical." If you can learn to handle the pressure of competition, then you will start to 
swim to your potential. If that sounds good to you your next question should be, "HOW do I do that?" 
  



The 10 Keys to Success – Monthly Self-Check 

Month: __________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Answer these questions honestly.  Think back (or look back through your logbook), and give an honest 
assessment of yourself on each question.  This test is for your purposes only – don’t feel like you have to 
share your answers with your coach or your friends.  Answer each question on a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 
being “perfect.” 

1. How was your technique?       _____________ 
 

2. How self-motivated have you been?      _____________ 
 

3. How physically fit are you?       _____________ 
 

4. How mentally tough are you?       _____________ 
 

5. How healthy is your lifestyle?       _____________ 
 

6. How well do you handle the expectations associated with competition? _____________ 
 

7. How hard to you work in practice?      _____________ 
 

8. How passionate are you about swimming?     _____________ 
 

9. How healthy are your eating habits?      _____________ 
 

10. How positive is your attitude?      _____________ 
 
Upon completion, total your scores, circling your lowest score(s) to identify the area(s) most in 
need of improvement.  Ideally, your overall score should improve test to test.   
 
 
My Total: ___________________ 
 
Did you improve this month?  Why or Why not?  What do you think you should try to improve next 
month? 
 
Don’t let a setback hold you back, obstacles are meant to be overcome.  Never give up on yourself! 

 

  



 

Training Log – Week #__________ 
 
Thought for the week: ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Training Sessions I attended: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What I improved upon most this week:_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What I need to work on next week:_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Rate your week: 
 

1 = very bad;  
5 = very good 

1 2 3 4 5 

Health      
Confidence      
Energy      
Enthusiasm      

 
 
Meet (if you swam one): ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Event Time PB? Notes: 
    
    
    
    
    

 
Meet (if you swam one): ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Event Time PB? Notes: 
    
    
    
    
    

 
 
  



Daily Training Log 
 
Date:  _______________________  Coach: ________________________________________ Distance: _____________ 
 
Mental Training Activity:  
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Personal Goal for session: 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Dry Land:  
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Warm Up:  
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Main Set:  
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Cool Down:  
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Rate the session (1 = very bad; 5 = very good) 1 2 3 4 5 
How did you feel during this set?       
How do you rate the set?      
How much effort did you put into the set?      

 
 
How do you feel after the set? 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Goal for the next session: _______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 


